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In year 2020 Yle will...

1. concentrate on quality instead of quantity. 
“...we will emphasize long lifecycles, ...open our archives”

2. renew television. 
“We will make Yle Areena online service the most important distribution 
channel of the new television, ...”

3. take radio online. 
“...develop easy-to-use audio services, particularly for portable and in-car 
devices.”

4. improve the user experience of our online services. 
“...anywhere and anytime, ... a better personal user experience.”

— Yle Strategy 2020, Eight essential development objectives.

http://yle.fi/aihe/artikkeli/2016/01/13/yles-strategy-2016-2020 

http://yle.fi/aihe/artikkeli/2016/01/13/yles-strategy-2016-2020
http://yle.fi/aihe/artikkeli/2016/01/13/yles-strategy-2016-2020


“79 percent of respondents said that they 
watch television programs from Yle Areena 
and 70 percent via traditional TV.”



Easily available content 
anywhere, anytime

Personalized content and 
customized user experience

Content that enables automation and 
publishing content via 3rd party servicesContent that adapts 

to the device

Trends that affect Yle

Amount of offering rises

New content and service formats

“Appsifying” continues

Big data, APIs and machine learning

Global competition 
in content and services

More ways to receive 
the content



How to create the best service for YOU?

- your need (latest news, relax, automated children care, fall in sleep, ...)
- your usage situation (home, transport, waiting, gym, conference, …)
- your mood (tired, bored, happy, sad, …)
- your topic of interest

⇒ Building a media experience that is so personal and answers your needs and 
situation so well, that you can only be like WOW! Everything feels just right.



What metadata do we need to 
address the future needs of Yle you?



Cool examples on using metadata 



Example 1: Metadata for the people



Example 2: Metadata for the machine

- making big dada understandable

- recommender systems 
(e.g. do not recommend children’s 
programs to adults)

- automating our processes

- ...



Example 3: Packaging the content

- Needs: 
- A tool to promote Yle Areena’s content in relevant ways to the audience. 

Examples: theme, topic, genre, usage situation, brand, series, “channels” …

- Solution: A “package” 
- A marketing tool for promoting a group of content (programs, articles, etc) to one 

or several audiences.
- The content can be selected automatically or manually.

- The first version was implemented this year in Yle Areena:
- A (simple) rule-based system for selecting automatically content based on 

content metadata (classifications, such as topic, genre, audience).
- User-interface for the editorial staff to manually pick content and to adjust rules
- API for accessing the packages
- Different visualisations based on device, application, package business type, …



packages

series humor factual nature



links to other packages

series

individual content 
(series, packages, 
single programs, …)



foreign series



Packages are also visualised as a navigation menu
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young
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children



Rules for defining the content package

Publicly available Yle contentAll Yle content

Contemporary 
drama

publishing 
process

rules

Internal
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Visible to the audience
changing

Domestic 
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series

title

color

tagline

description

internal description

business type



include these

exclude these



manual pics



A network of packages

Series
<business type: genre>

Domestic series
<bt: genre>

Foreign series
<bt: genre>

Series (Swedish)
<bt: genre>

RseeAlso

RseeAlso

RlanguageVersion



Examples on Packages-API queries
RelatedBasic info



http://yleisradio.github.io/schema/



Example 4: 
Release the content 
from the programs!



http://nytlabs.com/blog/2015/10/20/particles/

The future of “broadcast” is not a program?



End-user’s interest levels varies

end-user’s 
interest

time

Describing the whole program is not enough to find the interesting parts from the uninteresting parts

⇒ metadata should describe the smallest individually usable content chunk (particle)

example: magazine program, news broadcast, radio channel...



Prioritized list of content particles with metadata

Yle content particles right now

...

...

...

Personalized content experience



Kuvat: Reuters / Apple App store, 8.4.2016. https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/reuters-tv-video-news/id944245256 

Case example

Reuters TV

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/reuters-tv-video-news/id944245256


Kim’s personal radio station
Playing now: News & weather

MORE! 
ABOUT CURRENT TOPIC

NEXT
TOPIC

Work in progress

Personal audio?

Next programs:

Hints for chili growing        “Queen” in Finland         Hist..



Smart content = particles with clever metadata

- Smart = the user experience feels smart from the end-user perspective
- e.g. personalized programs

- Content that supports automation on the smallest scale 
- particles = smallest possible independent content chunks
- e.g. many versions of the “same” content: e.g. different lengths

- Metadata that supports personalization
- ⇒ metadata that supports the personalisation, e.g. “importance”, “more details 

about this topic if you so choose”, ...

- Examples on new content types: One song music particle (song+story), automatic 
particles (extremely local robotic weather report?)

- Example on disappearing program types: Magazine programs, News broadcasts



Summary of the cool examples

- visible metadata: optimized texts and images for different devices, audiences, 
usage situations

- data for the machine: understanding big data, recommender systems

- packaging: metadata that enables grouping and browsing content

- smart content particles: content should be created in the right size with suitable 
metadata to enable automation such as personalization

- customer needs and business needs change fast



The reality



Yle’s metadata problems

- We do not know exactly what we need in the future

- End-user applications need information which we do not produce at the moment

- A quite large organization, metadata is produced in many places
- ⇒ metadata creation is difficult to control and coordinate

- ⇒ ownership of metadata is divided, no single owner the metadata

- Lots of interdependent IT systems, lots of integrations
- ⇒ Changes are slow and complicated
- ⇒ Unified, company-wide approach for metadata is difficult to implement
- ⇒ Metadata related development and priorization is decentralized
- ⇒ This tend to maintain support for past needs (broadcast , reporting , etc.), 

not to current and future needs



Yle’s metadata goes through a mystery box
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...and the inside of the mystery box is complicated
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Chained integrations, no single publishing point, ...

FYND / 
SYND

Metadata is created
Metadata is published



Adding a new metadata field is expensive and slow

Example: Adding one new metadata field to tv and radio programs require changes to 
many systems before it is visible in all Yle Areena applications on different devices.

4 + 4 + 1 (+ 10)
Sources Systems between API (Apps for different 

devices)

If every individual change takes a few days to implement and test + project management + teaching 
internal users + … The whole addition of a single field means 20-40 days of work. (á 1000 €)



Alternative: the Norwegian way? A metadata bus?
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Current 
Yle € Future 

Yle?
Yle’s metadata in 2020 —
How to answer the unknown needs of the future?



How much and what metadata 
does Yle need in year 2020?



Experiment: Lets make a list of metadata we need 
to describe content items (editorial objects)!

Metadata field Customer value

e.g. title

easy to fill difficult



Three levels of granularity

- groups of content: series, seasons, products, theme, topic, channel, packages...

- content item: program, episode, article, image...

- particle, clip, segment…

particles

content items

groups 
of items



The process

Dublin Core

Yle API

Customer value (0-5)
Value for Yle (0-5)
Value for society (0-5)

Schema.org Value for end-user

0 No

1 Little

2 Somewhat

3 Quite a lot

4 A lot

5 Extremely lot

Identifying metadata fields Business value estimation Priorised metadata fields

...





The list of metadata (examples)

# Group Field Most value creating use-case

Value for 

customer

(weight=2)

Value for 

service 

(weight=1)

Value for 

society 

(weight=0.2)

Created 

currently

1 title (main) title what is this content? 5 5 5 1

3 relation partOf (series, season, …) show all episodes part of this series 5 5 3 1

5 description cover image a large, emotional marketing image 5 5 0 1

7 relation next recommended next 5 5 0 0

13 publisher publisher (=Yle) trustfulness in 3rd party channels 4 5 3 0

24 coverage geographical area Emergency message for a specific area. 4 4 0 0

26 priority importance inside area Sport news in Lapland. 3 5 4 0

34 priority image information value how big should the image be shown? 3 5 0 0

46 identifier hashtag social media interlinking 3 2 1 0

51 priority funniness personalized automatic playlist 2 4 0 0

52 priority sadness personalized automatic playlist 2 4 0 0

64 identifier external identifiers IMDB ID 2 2 2 0

101 language video language sign language, silent movies 1 1 0 0

110 identifier program guide link 1 0 0 1



Identified metadata fields vs. currently produced

Yle metadata fitness:

48 %
22 of 46 “quite/very/extremely valuable” 

metadata is produced at the moment.

identified field
produced at the moment

no 
value

little 
value

some 
value

quite 
valuable

very 
valuable

extre
mely 

valuable



LIST OF 
METADATA FIELDS

prioritized by 
customer value



Making the list is not the real problem.

Being able to respond to changing business 
needs (=the metadata list) quickly is the problem.



Agile metadata Metadata 

need

Process

Team



Metadata need = data debt that is solved by work
fit

ne
ss

 %

time

Theoretical maximum

Identify the new need 
(customer value hypothesis)

Permanent solution 
(proved customer value)

time time time

Fix the problem temporarily 
(to test the customer value)



Example: Factual programs for people under 45

- Need: Create a package of factual programs for under 45 year people

- Problem: We already know which programs are factual, but do not have the 
information on which of these have the intended audience of under 45 year people.

- Solution: agile metadata addition
- The agile metadata team adds a new value to the agile metadata system: 

“intended audience < 45”
- The team goes through all currently published factual programs and add the 

missing data (e.g. 1000 programs ~ 1-2 days)
- The package is created and published in Yle Areena
- The audience response is measured (is there a demand for such package?)

- Later, if the demand is high enough: make the permanent changes to metadata 
production (e.g. change source systems? automation?)



Factual programs for people under 45

Publicly available Yle contentAll Yle content

publishing 
process

rules

Internal
permanent metadata

Visible to the audience
changing

Factual for people 
under 45 (package)

Humor
(Package)

Nature
(Package)

manually 
selected

For people 
under 45

Factual 
programs

new data
Series

(Package)



Agile metadata enricher tool

Enricher

Plasma

Radioman

Ceiton

Fenix

Yle 
API

TV Areena

Audio Areena

Reporting

Source systems 
(scales to content)

Scales to variety 
of metadata

Scales to amount of usage

. . .. . .

3rd party services

Broadcast



“factual programs" + currently available ondemand + sort by playstarts Search

Playstart Title Metadata field Value

94 200 Satuhäät Age of audience <Under 45 year>

49 200 Soramonttuprinsessat Age of audience <Under 45 year>

31 200 Inhimillinen tekijä

25 400 Kioski Age of audience <Under 45 year>

14 900 Arto Nyberg

...

1 023 hits

Agile metadata enricher tool



value estimation, 
prioritization

produce 
this data 
in future?

Agile metadata process
end-user applications

publication planning

produce the missing 
metadata (temporary 

team, Enricher)

test the metadata in 
end-user applications

need for 
new data

service development

transfer data creation 
responsibility to content 

producers (Enricher)

modify the source systems to 
support this new metadata

can be 
automated?

buy / build the automatic 
metadata creator

Areena

yle.fi website

...

yes yes

no

measure the success, 
improve the process



VALIDATED
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validated 
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LIST OF 
METADATA FIELDS

prioritized by 
customer value

Steering the distributed metadata creation

steers

1000+ 

metadata 

creators 

around Yle

AND
- automated metadata creation
- using external data sources
- external data creation
- IT system development



Metadata creation for a single program/content

PUBLISHING ARCHIVINGPLANNING PRODUCTION ENRICH
MENT

content is available on-demand

Quick fixes: Business need changes after publication that 
require new metadata (temporary team, temporary tool)

Metadata which is not yet part of the 
permanent tools and processes.

Permanent organization, processes and systems.



Process

Co-ordinating
Meta strategy

Metadata agile team

Technology
Communication

Product owner reporter, informatician metadata scientist, developer

“Automation and manual work 
are our strenghts. 

The customer is our guiding star.”

Metadata quick fixes Prioritizing
Reporting



Metadata control center



Current 
Yle

VALIDATED
LIST OF 

METADATA FIELDS
prioritized by 

validated 
customer value

€ Future 
Yle
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Agile metadata

- Answers to the future needs are created on the way - first things first

- Steering the distributed metadata development and data creation in an agile way - 
faster response times to customer and business needs

- Validate customer need / business case before permanent implementation

- Enables cheaper experimenting

- All metadata is not consistent - e.g. some programs have the information “intended 
audience: < 45” … Has the metadata ever been consistent?

- Next steps at Yle: testing the agile metadata model in practice in Autumn 2016



Summary

- external challenges

- cool examples

- annoying problems

- what we need

- the solution
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What do 
you think?
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